
ADB SAFEGATE FIDS 
PASSENGER EXPERIENCE LIKE NEVER BEFORE

Elevate the airport experience with ADB SAFEGATE’s innovative Flight Information Display System (FIDS). Our state-of-the-
art product offers exceptional multi-lingual display capabilities and enhanced technical and commercial features, providing 
unmatched value to airports of all sizes.

With ADB SAFEGATE FIDS, airports can generate non-aero revenue by creating an immersive omnichannel experience from 
curb to gate, while providing critical flight information and streamlining passenger flow. A real-time display of airlines, arrivals, 
departures, flight number, flight time and flight status enhances airport efficiency and improves the customer experience.

Our dynamic web-based application boasts advanced features that make it easier and faster to disseminate time-critical 
flight, regulatory and public service information. Take advantage of the latest technology and transform Smart TVs into 
stunning digital displays with vibrant multimedia output. With cost-effective monitoring and maintenance from a centralized 
remote location, ADB SAFEGATE FIDS is ideal for cloud deployment. Experience the ultimate in multi-utility signage with  
ADB SAFEGATE FIDS – the preferred choice for airports seeking premium quality and unrivaled innovation.

HOW DOES ADB SAFEGATE FIDS WORK?

FIDS provides real-time information such as weather, aircraft arrival, 
boarding and other details specific to a particular gate, and can 
inform passengers of delays, gate changes and upgrade lists. 
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BIDS relays carousel numbers for passengers to collect their bags 
and can be used to help handlers deliver baggage more efficiently.

FIDS can be used to create dynamic opportunities for advertising in 
public concourses, retail shops and food courts. 

FIDS installed in terminal stores allows customers to shop longer 
by helping them monitor time before boarding, which increases 
customer satisfaction and supports revenue growth for airports.

In case of an emergency, FIDS can display alerts or visual paging to 
help keep customers calm and avoid chaos situations at airports. 



ADB SAFEGATE FIDS
Enhanced performance

Clustering
ADB SAFEGATE FIDS provides state-of-the-art clustering 
capabilities for uninterrupted delivery of essential 
information to customers. Passengers can rely on its ability 
to provide them with accurate and relevant information at all 
times, improving the overall customer experience.

Advertising
Airports can take advantage of prime advertising 
opportunities using eye-catching images and videos. This 
feature ensures that advertisers can capture the attention 
of their target audience and maximize the value of their 
investments.

Emergency overrides
Emergency override capabilities provide effective 
dissemination of critical information during unforeseen 
events. Page content can be instantly replaced with essential 
information such as emergency evacuation instructions or 
severe weather alerts.

FIDS is part of ADB SAFEGATE’s Airside 4.0 intelligent platform and suite of software solutions  
bringing digitalization and intelligence to airport operations. 

FIDS | AODB | AiPRON 360 | AiPRON Resource | AiPRON Manager | AiPRON Connect | AiPRON Finance 

www.adbsafegate.com | info@adbsafegate.com

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS:

Productivity
•  The solution delivers maximum productivity gains with 
   minimum user interaction. Enjoy peace of mind as you  
   operate with greater ease and efficiency than ever before.

Enhanced passenger experience
•  Look no further than ADB SAFEGATE FIDS for strong  
   airport infotainment capabilities and a smart wayfinding  
   solution that guides passengers throughout the airport.  
   Our solution is designed to enhance the passenger  
   experience at every       .

Flexible deployment
•  Our web-based, cloud-hosted solution provides quick and  
   easy deployment options, making it ideal for airports of all  
   sizes. Benefit from a range of hosted and managed 
   service options that suit your specific needs.

Cost savings
•  Save on running costs with our solution that maximizes  
   automation, centralizes remote monitoring and minimizes  
   demand on staff and customer service. Routine preventive  
   maintenance and non-interruptive upgrades also  
   guarantee continued savings and higher ROI.

Faster turnarounds
•  Our solution enhances turnaround times, reducing missed  
   flights and transfers. Say goodbye to delays and hello to  
   on-time performance with ADB SAFEGATE FIDS.

Generate extra revenue
•  Our solution monetizes screen real estate and drives traffic  
   to cafes and shops via smart digital ads, resulting in extra  
   revenue generation opportunities.


